
Craft – Family Prayer Beads 

 
 
Materials 

1. 1 small Cross that you can put wool or string through like you would a necklace. 
2. 1 larger bead (Lords Prayer Bead), different from all the others. 
3. 1 large bead for every member of your family (Member Beads). These bead represent your family 

member and should all be the same size and colour. Be sure to include one for yourself. 
4. For every member of the Family you will need 4 smaller beads (Subject Beads). These should all be the 

same size shape and colour for all the family. 
5. You will need a Spacer Bead that will separate every bead and cross in the set. 
6. Strong string or wool the will hold it all together. 

Example 
The above pictured Family Prayer bead set is mine that I have used for several years. 
There is myself, my wife and 3 boys. That makes 5 in all 
If you take the time to count you will find: 

1. One cross 
2. One long larger bead (Lord’s Prayer Bead) 
3. 5 large Beads (Who Beads – These beads represent the people you pray for.) 
4. 25 smaller beads (What Beads – these beads represent what you are praying for.) these are the black 

ones with stripes and dots. 
5. 27 Spacer Beads. The purpose of these is to make space so you can separate and feel the other beads 

more easily. It also adds to the pattern and attractiveness of the whole set. 
 
Instructions 

1. Thread the string or wool through the cross so that it is half along the string. 

  
 
 
 



2. Holding the two ends of the string together tread both ends through one spacer bead and the one long 
or larger bead. 

.  
3. Then you will need to thread one spacer bead through each end of thread. 

 
4. Then you need to select a larger bead (Who Beads) for each member of the family (brothers, parents, 

sisters, grandparents or whoever is in your household. (in the first example I used the same bead for 
each member of my family. In making this one I will use a blue bead for my wife Sheila, and spotted 
bead for myself and 3 brown similar beads for my 3 sons. It is up to you in your choose how you select 
them 

 
5. Now we are ready to begin the circle of beads. Thread one end of the first Who Bead and slide it up 

next to the Spacer bead. Now thread a another Spacer bead.  
6. Now tread 4 what Beads with Spacer beads in between each What bead ending with a Spacer Bead. 

.  
7. Now repeat for half of your family. There is 5 in mine so I did this 3 times. 
8. Now on the other end of the string I put the las to members of my family. But this time I put the What 

beads first and then the who bead always remembering to put in the spacer beads 

 
9. Then to finish I tied to two ends together and cut off the extra string. 

 
 
Remember to pray for your family. 


